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C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING TROCKEN,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER (QBA) 2013

[91]  Tasting Panel
Fresh, elegant and juicy with pure, racy acidity and lovely
dry fruit flavors; lively and balanced; long.  
November 2014

[91]  The Fine Wine Review
It is pale in color, steely, crisp, and beautifully-crafted
with grapefruit elements but also roundness and no
screechy acidity.  February 2015

[90]  Wine Enthusiast
Bramble and smoke lend a savory rusticity to white peach
and lemon tones in this lean, yet deeply penetrating wine.
It’s dry in style and searing with lemon-lime acidity, but
feels ripe and lush, with peach and grapefruit flavors.
Finishes moderately long.  February 2015

[4 Stars]  Restaurant Wine
Fine quality: a medium bodied, round, finely flavored dry
Riesling with firm acidity and a medium long finish. In
aroma/flavor, it tastes of apple, lime, pineapple, and hon-
eysuckle.  2015

C. VON SCHUBERT, RIESLING TROCKEN
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER HERRENBERG, 
ALTE REBEN 2013

[92]  The Fine Wine Review
Slightly herbal aromas that are characteristic of
Herrenberg. The mouth is firm with steeliness but also
some creaminess to the texture, which gives a nice tension
to the play between those elements, which include grape-
fruit flavors. The wine is extremely well-balanced and
there are no rough edges.  February 2015

[91]  Wine Enthusiast
Lavender, stone fruit and sugar cookie notes scent this
exuberant, aromatic wine. Dry in style, it’s sprightly and
lean with puckering lemon-lime flavors rounded out by a
plump, peachy finish.  February 2015

[90]  Wine Spectator
Suave and mouthwatering, with flavors of jellied citrus,
mint and green apple that are woven together with fresh
acidity. The lilting finish is spicy and pure.  
March 31, 2015

C. VON SCHUBERT, RIESLING TROCKEN
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER ABTSBERG, 
ALTE REBEN 2013

[91]  The Fine Wine Review
A little darker than the trocken and the wine is broader
and deeper with less crispness and less pronounced grape-
fruit elements.  February 2015

[90]  Wine Enthusiast
Whiffs of pollen and dusty mineral lend complexity to
fresh white-flower and grapefruit tones on this dry,
refreshing wine. It’s cutting and lean, but juicy citrus fla-
vors are invigorating and satisfying. Finishes moderately
long with a lingering crush of minerals.  February 2015

[90]  Wine Advocate
From 40- to 70-year-old vines. Rich and juicy. Full-bod-
ied, very juicy and intense on the palate, the racy acidity
takes this creamy-textured wine to a long and expressive
finish.  February 2015

[89]  Mosel Fine Wines
A discreet and elegant nose of flowers, grass, gooseberry
and lime leads to a straightforward zesty-driven palate.
Yet the wine offers quite some presence on the mid-palate
and even shows a touch of cream and smoothness in the
long and spicy finish, where more gooseberry aromas
emerge. This is a very good dry wine.  June 2014
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[5 Stars]  Restaurant Wine
Exceptional: a rich, supple, medium bodied wine with
excellent depth of fruit (apple, lime, kiwi fruit, pineapple),
firm acidity, and a very long finish. Very fine quality.
2015

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING TROCKEN
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER ABTSBERG 2013

[90]  Wine Advocate
Quite juicy, intense and piquant with a lovely intensity
and length. A classic dry Mosel.  February 2015

[4 Stars]  Restaurant Wine
Excellent: refined character (peach, lime, pineapple,
grapefruit, honeysuckle), round and crisp on the palate,
with a very long, persistent finish.  2015

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING SUPERIOR,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER HERRENBERG 2013

[91]  The Fine Wine Review
Tastes virtually dry. The wine is dominated by grapefruit
aromas and flavors in a medium-weight body with acidity
that gives life but is not aggressive.  February 2015

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING SUPERIOR,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER ABTSBERG 2013

[92]  Wine Advocate
Very clear and floral with ripe, raisiny and complex aro-
mas on the nose. Very juicy, racy, mineral, lovely straight
and salty palate. Well structured and very expressive a
tightly woven structure.  February 2015

[91+]  The Fine Wine Review
Virtually dry. It is a little broader than the Herrenberg,
and its citric flavors are not so dominated by grapefruit.
February 2015

[4 Stars]  Restaurant Wine
An excellent, off-dry Riesling. It is light bodied, supple in
texture, very long on the palate, finely balanced, and very
persistent, tasting of apple, honeydew melon, white peach,
and lime.  2015

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING QBA, 
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER 2013

[92]  Tasting Panel
Delicate, elegant and fresh with mineral and racy acidity;
balanced, fresh and very long.  November 2014

[90]  The Fine Wine Review
An excellent introduction to the style of this great pro-
ducer. The wine is crisp and stony with a little bit of
sweetness and a medium-weight body and a nice acidic
attack underlying its slate fruit. This is an all-around
wine.  February 2015

[4 Stars]  Restaurant Wine
Excellent estate Riesling. It is light medium bodied, fruity
in flavor, crisp, and medium long on the finish, tasting of
peach, apple, lime, pineapple, and honey. Excellent value.
2015

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING KABINETT,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER HERRENBERG 2013

[92]  Tasting Panel
Bright, pure and elegant; crisp, tangy and long; refined,
clean and sensual; long and balanced.  November 2014
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[91+]  Wine Advocate
Offers a very clear and floral/herbal-scented bouquet
leading to a sappy, slightly salty and well balanced light
wine full of finesse, brightness and piquancy. Extremely
stimulating, a lovely Kabinett!  February 2015

[91]  Wine Enthusiast
Dusty mineral and savory herb complexities are layered
amidst honeyed swathes of sweet grapefruit. This wine is
ethereally light on the palate, but richly concentrated, fin-
ishing long with a dusting of sugar cookies and hazelnut.
June 2015

[91]  The Fine Wine Review
Pure delight. It is a little rounder than one might expect
from the vintage and shows classic, deep, but not yet fully
developed slate-tinged lemon and lime fruit. There is some
sweetness here, but the balance with the acidity is such
that it is fully integrated and so one does not notice it
while drinking.  February 2015

[89]  Mosel Fine Wines
This overly fruity Kabinett delivers yellow peach, apricot
and grapefruit, which are joined by juicy apple on the
palate. This is very enjoyable in a straight and fruity style.
Offering much pleasure now.  June 2014

[3+ Stars]  Restaurant Wine
Light bodied, crisp, delicately fruity in character (peach,
pear, apple, honey, pineapple), with a crisp medium long
finish. Very good quality.  2015

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING SPÄTLESE
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER HERRENBERG 2013

[91]  Mosel Fine Wines
This offers an openly aromatic profile including flowers,
brown spices and smoke. Ripe fruits and cream initially
shape the palate, and yet there is quite some zest and
freshness. The feeling of balance in this delicious Spätlese
is captivating.  June 2014

[4 Stars]  Restaurant Wine
Extemely good: a crisp, medium sweet, light bodied wine
with fine flavors (pear, lime, honeydew melon, mint,
pineapple), good balance, and a crisp, long finish.  2015

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING KABINETT,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER ABTSBERG 2013

[92]  Wine Advocate
Flinty or aristocratic on the nose. Has a lovely finesse,
lightness and filigreed structure. This Kabinett is a great
reflection of the Abtsberg terroir.  February 2015

[91]  Mosel Fine Wines
This is initially marked by some scents of spontateous fer-
mentation but slowly reveals a refined and complex nose
of flowers, mint and cassis. This feeling of finesse carries
on onto the palate, where a touch of acidity perfectly bal-
ances out the residual sugar, making this a juicy fresh and
racy Kabinett.  June 2014

[90]  Wine & Spirits
Dark scents of wet stone contrast bright lemon flavors,
the sharpness of the acidity drilling the wine into the
tongue. It’s vivid and pretty, with grapefruit-peel scents
adding a gentle nose.  December 2014

[90+]  The Fine Wine Review
It is medium-weight, not especially sweet, and shows
incipient peach and almond flavors.  February 2015

[89]  Wine Spectator
Fresh, with white peach, Gala apple and currant flavors,
backed by ample acidity. Lemon meringue notes fill the
plush finish.  June 30, 2015

[4 Stars]  Restaurant Wine
Concentrated and fine, with firm acidity, medium sweet-
ness, smooth texture, and a long finish, tasting pear,
pineapple, lime, apple, and honeysuckle.  2015
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C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING SPÄTLESE,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER ABTSBERG 2013

[95]  The Fine Wine Review
Nothing short of magnificent. The nose is very pure with
honeysuckle and other white flowers. The mouth is light,
silky, and crystalline with honeysuckle and light apple fla-
vors combining for complexity. The wine is a joy to drink.
February 2015

[93]  Wine Advocate
Offers a dark and flinty aroma on the nose. Rich and
intense on the palate, this is a very juicy and piquant
Spätlese whose mineral/salty finish imbibes the sweetness
almost completely.  February 2015

[93]  Wine Enthusiast
Nervous, racing acidity casts an electric sheen onto pris-
tine yellow cherry and grapefruit flavors. Semidry in
style, this light-footed wine is intensely juicy, but ele-
gantly framed by a vein of chalk and saline minerality. It’s
complex and vibrantly delicious.  June 2015

[92]  Mosel Fine Wines
This offers a fine and infused nose of smoke, mint, cassis
and gooseberry. The wine is intially smooth and creamy
on the palate, but the acidity gives the wine precision,
focus and purity in the very long finish. This is a delicious
and elegant wine.  June 2014

[90]  Wine Spectator
Open-textured, with subtle spicy notes to the fresh-cut
apple, white cherry and Meyer lemon flavors. Juicy fin-
ish.  Web Only 2015

[90]  Wine & Spirits
You’ll find a vivid, young wine, as crisp as celery, and
lemon-yellow in fruit tones. The sweetness is countered
by acidity, the wine direct and well balanced.  
December 2014

[4+ Stars]  Restaurant Wine
A rich, balanced wine of excellent quality. It is light bod-
ied, crisp, medium sweet, and intensely flavored (honey-
dew melon, peach, honey, pineapple, lime), and long and
persistent on the finish.  2015

C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING AUSLESE,
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER ABTSBERG 2013

[96]  The Fine Wine Review
Racy and perfectly balanced, showing no seams. The wine
is light and ethereal with acidity that balances perfectly
with the sweetness to give an overall calm that allows the
slate aromas and flavors to take center stage. This is a
wine that is gorgeous to drink.  February 2015

[93]  Wine Advocate
Very clear and delicate on the nose. Lovely clear and
piquant on the palate intermixing its juicy texture with
salty slate spices.  February 2015

[93]  Mosel Fine Wines
The nose is rather restrained yet hints at pure and fresh
notes of gooseberry, lime, yellow peach, a touch of quince
and intense smoke. The attack on the palate is straight
and intense and leads to a telltale Grünhaus freshness and
lightness in the long finish. This is a great Auslese.  
June 2014
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C. VON SCHUBERT RIESLING BEERENAUSLESE
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER ABTSBERG 2013

[95]  Mosel Fine Wines
Offers a great and very complex nose of toffee, raisin, cof-
fee bean, tar, dried apricot and some bakery products. Its
rich and concentrated flavors of pure and honeyed botry-
tis make it very TBA in style. A juicy and fresh structure
balances nicely out the intense and honeyed fruit flavors
driven by raisin and fig on the palate. The finish is incred-
ibly long, very fine and shows then again more BA style.
This is quite an impressive wine for the vintage.  
June 2014

C. VON SCHUBERT PINOT BLANC
MAXIMIN GRÜNHÄUSER 2013

[90]  Wine Advocate
Clear and aromatic. A cool, racy, mineral, full-bodied and
firmly structured Pinot. This is a lovely refreshing, tight,
tension-filled and mineral wine with an intense taste and
stimulating grip in the finish. A top Ruwer Pinot blanc.
February 2015

www.vonschubert.com
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